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Hi, I'm Ron Koskinen and I’m a Director, Product Manager here at Equinix. Equinix Smart Hands
allows customers to manage and outsource their business operations and maximize uptime for
their deployments by utilizing on-site IBX technicians. Smart Hands provides a wide range of
technical and manual resources for customers who require remote on-site assistance. Smart
Hands solves for the challenges of managing distributed IT infrastructure across multiple
metros with 24/7 on-site technical staff at every IBX.

The Smart Hands customer portal features intelligent ordering solutions including guided ordering
and transparency into real time order statuses. Customers have visibility into the request life cycles,
driving increased operational efficiency.
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Smart Hands requests cover a wide variety of small to medium-sized jobs related to the customer’s
cage or secure cabinet including installations, remote management, troubleshooting, and logistics
support.

A Smart Hands ticket may be submitted for ad-hoc one-time jobs or for scheduled or recurring
tasks. These requests may be expedited depending on IBX resource availability, scheduled for a
specific date/ time, or set as recurring to be repeated at a scheduled start time.
Customers may order fixed-price Smart Hands reports for a historical view of their IBX deployment
to support uptime optimization, internal process reviews, and compliance requirements. Customers
may order reports as a one-time request or on a recurring basis set monthly, weekly, quarterly,
semi-annual or annual.
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Examples reports include power consumption, power circuits, cage access, access enrollment, and
orders.
Equinix Smart Hands Support Plans is a tiered, pre-paid program that offers customers a
convenient, stress-free way to purchase a bucket of service hours at a minimum discount vs adhoc charge. Support Plans offer up to 40% discounts and hours can be used in any IBX within the
country for which it was purchased. Smart Hands usage may be conveniently tracked through the
Equinix Customer Portal.

That completes this demo. Thank you for watching!
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